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The Installation Project

Creating an installation in my uni 
room that completely transformed 
the space. I was able to create an 
alternate version of my room that 
changed both aesthetic and func-
tionality.

Using Fine Art influence from 
mostly music this  installation set 
out to create a journey for those 
who entered. 

Music has a sense of spaciality to it 
and through this it creates a sense 
of space. This can be matched and 
contrasted to the tangible spatial-
ity of an already existing space al-
lowing a journey to be undergone.



Documentation of Space

Using a series of 2D and 3D media I docu-
mented the space that was my room.

This was important in developing a deeper 
understanding of the space. Understanding the 
size and flow was key as it was the canvas for 
my installation to take place;

Some of the sketches, modelling and photo-
graphs can be seen on this page.



Fine Art Influence

By observing artists previous work I was able 
to draw inspiration and use this to better per-
form the execution of my final installation.

Observing work from Joji, Carlos Cruz Diez, 
Rejane Cantoni and Leonardo Crescenti I was 
able to further develop the complexity of my 
work.



Observing and recording the spatiality of the songs on Joji’s album ‘Nectar”





I also observed the properties of light to allow me to effectively control light in my installation



The First Iteration

After continued research I tested 
an initial Iteration of the design 
that I would then further develop 
to create my fimal installation.



Immaterial Drawing

Showing the journey both spatially and musically through the installation with sound waves and spatial qualities of the room



Textural Drawing

Showing the textural elements of the installation



 Spatial Drawing

Showing the spatial elements of the installation



Designing the final Installation

I used tracing paper to align these pieces to ensure the scale as well as referring back to my previously taken measure-
ments. After doing this I then used photoshop to accurately align them as well as adding human scale into the diagrams. 

I chose to use the colour purple to represent the installation as it matched the lights. I was also able to use this to create an 
X-ray effect in which you could see the furniture behind the installation parts due to only partial colouring and dots.



The Final Installation



Creating a video

As a final part of this project I created a 
video to show the installation. When creat-
ing this video I set out to show the journey 
that is forced upon the undertaker. The in-
stallation moves the user and controls there 
movement anf therefore there thoughts and 
feelings.

By creating my own audio and teaming it 
up with the video I was able to transport 
the viewer into experience the feelings 
thay may be evoked by someone travelling 
through the installation.


